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WHY SHOULD A STUDENT JOIN FIITJEE KUKATPALLY CENTRE?
For Class X (Going to Class XI) - PINNACLE TWO YEAR Integrated Classroom Program for IIT-JEE, 2015
FIITJEE KUKATPALLY CENTRE began in 2007 mainly to provide quality education along with all round growth of the student
community. Kukatpally Centre is located in a cool, calm place away from busy traffic which is conducive for learning of students.
ü

Personalized Attention - Kukatpally Centre is consistently working on improving the academic performances of the students
by providing individual attention to the students. Our classroom strength is only 30-35 which help us in concentrating on
each and every student and analyzing their performances quite regularly. A separate record of each student is maintained,
in which what the student is doing in college each day. The steps suggested by mentor for his improvement and how far
they are successful etc are maintained. Regular Pinnacle Classes are from 7:00 am to 2:30 pm followed with DCS.

ü

Doubt Clearance Sessions (DCS) - Kukatpally Centre is unique in its conduction of DCS for the students. All the students
have DCS after the classes, in the presence of faculty who have taught them in classes (i.e., from 2:30 pm to 4:30 pm).

ü

Concept of Mentor - Set of 15-20 students are allotted to a mentor who will monitor and take care of all the requirements
of the students. The mentors also provide suggestions for the students how to improvise their performance and they will
also act like a catalyst in the transformation of the student from a good to an excellent student. Student progress in each
weekly test is closely monitored and steps for further improvement are suggested. The mentor helps in effective use of
students’ time in study hours (i.e., from 5:00 pm to 8:00 pm).

ü

Daily Targets for Students - Each student has been given a daily target along with his weekly plan of all subjects.
His/her mentor takes care of each student in study hour till they complete the work that has been allotted to them.

ü

Preparation for various Exams - We prepare our students not only for IIT-JEE and other Engineering Exams but also for
SAT (Scholastic Aptitude Test for admission in US University), Olympiads, KVPY, NTSE, NSTSE, etc.

ü

Counseling Unit - We have a counseling unit, where our student discipliner counsel students in a right manner and helps
them in progressing towards their target.

ü

Test Conduction - Kukatpally Centre uniquely conduct topic-wise test for the students, this enables students who have
intelligence but do not work on a regular basis to be continuously in touch with the subject and hence achieve results
according to their true potential. Conducting Weekly Tests (every Friday & Monday) based on Advanced, Mains, EAMCET
and IPE Pattern gives sufficient practice for students to face all kinds of exams. Test Analysis as soon as test is over.

ü

Result Communication - Report of student result is clearly analyzed and uploading to our exclusively designed website
www.fiitjeehyd.com and same result will be SMSed to parent’s mobile no.

ü

FIITJEE Kukatpally Centre provides excellent hostel facility for boys and girls, the excellence is not just for the place or the
food but it is also reflected in regular monitoring of the study hours of the hostellers by our own faculty members who
teach the students. We are proud to say that our top five students are from our hostel and they owe their performance to
the regular study hour pattern and perfect academic planning of FIITJEE. Each room of our hostel is richly equipped with
cots, beds, cupboards, study tables, geysers etc, for students. We provide very hygienic, nutritious food prepared with
ultimate care. We have Caretakers in Hostel separately for Boys and Girls, who will be with them all the time.

ü

FIITJEE Kukatpally Centre provides transport facility connecting all the areas to the students, which minimizes the travel
time of a student and this ultimately helps in enhancing the performance of the student.

FIITJEE Kukatpally Centre firmly believes that a teacher student relationship should be according to the hymn
“SAHANA VAVATHU, SAHANAU BHUNAKTU, SAHAVIRYAM KARAVAVAHII TEJASWINAM ADHITAMASTU, MAAVIDVISHAVAHAI”
which means “LET US LEARN TOGETHER, LET US EXPLORE THE KNOWLWDGE TOGETHER AND LET US LIVE TOGETHER AND BE
OF SOME USE TO THIS WORLD”.
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